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It was a bit over a year since It was a bit over a year since we first introduced the works of Sara Anstiswe first introduced the works of Sara Anstis, enthralled by her trippy visuals, enthralled by her trippy visuals

dominated by almost exclusively nude muses. And while the exuberance of the visuals clashed with the intimate format of her pieces

on paper, the artist had scaled up her work significantly for the upcoming solo presentation with Galerie Fabian Lang in Zurich.

Opening on May 7th, Pencil Of Rays brings together the largest body of work by the Swedish Canadian artist, comprising 9 pastels on

paper and one oil and casein on canvas. Still building her images around the archetypal feminine subjects, Anstis is utilizing a bigger

scale to create more elaborate, narrative-richer compositions. Evoking medieval art in a way the scenes are depicting depth and

perspective (Silken Windhound, January, both 2020), the artist is using such an outdated approach as a stylistic choice that allows her

to highlight certain allegorical details. Putting emphasis on the main figures in the front, just as early Christian art was accentuating

the importance of Christ and/or other main characters, the artist is subtly subverting this tradition with her unapologetic visuals.

Further heightening the feeling of godliness and timelessness, the scenes are regularly placed under a wide big sky with carefully

chosen elements suggesting the presence of civilization and/or technology. It's the objects such as clothing, tools, furniture, a bicycle,

that makes these long-haired muses feel more earthly, while some of their features and their behavior would suggest otherwise.

The sense of voluminosity permeates the visuals as Anstis uses fingers to rub the pigment and create smooth gradients which build

the forms. This approach is especially important in the way she is rendering her protagonists' bodies as she puts a lot of accent on their

physical features, often elongating their breasts, accentuating their vulvas, or allowing their hair to live a life of their own. At the same

time, she is able to subtly distort certain imagery with anthropomorphic qualities. Such a delicacy of the medium also enables the

artist to construct a wide range of intricate surfaces that are used for everything from different types of skin, to light and shadow play,

as well as landscape elements. And while the images might feel stylized or simplified at the first glance, a close inspection reveals just

how much attention to critical detail is put into these surreal pictures. Whether it's greasy chain marks on the leg (Flat Tyre, 2020) or

the earplugs on the nightstand (The Reader, 2020), Anstis insists on making her muses flawed and human, while frequently

attributing them with otherworldly features and abilities. If anything, their almost featureless expressions are suggesting content, yet

the complexity of their surroundings, the creatures, other protagonists, and objects, indicate a highly uncertain state which can slide at

any point in either direction (Dogged Moon, 2021). As is the aforementioned duality of visual elements, this cognitive tension is a

strong tool for the artist to capture the interest and trigger the curiosity of the viewer. —Sasha Bogojev 
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WE THINK YOU'LL LOVE

Lean On Me: Jon Key @ Steve Turner, Los
Angeles

The way that JON KEY paints his characters, intertwined, embracing and with
a sense of love, there is an immediate connection. Whether you see

yourself or friends in these works, or a 

May 11, 2021

Painting

In Between: Liz Flores @ All Star Press,
Chicago

“In Between” explores the gap periods and transitions in life through symbols
of transformation and growth in new original works by artist Liz Flores.

Inspired by the idea of ‘Bardo’, a word 
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Installation

Upon the Boulder: CHUNG Chia-Chun @
Hiro Hiro Art Space

For quite some time we've been remotely following the development of the
Taiwanese artist CHUNG Chia-Chun's practice and were excited to see it all

come together in his current big solo show at Hiro 
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Ai Weiwei: Year of the Ox @ Pace Prints,
NYC

Pace Prints is pleased to present our first solo exhibition of the acclaimed
artist Ai Weiwei. Ai Weiwei: Year of the Ox will be on view April 29 – May 29 at

Pace Prints, 521 West 26th St
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Installation

Skin Bone Quinacridone Adrenochrome:
Christian Rex Van Minnen's Spanish Solo

Debut
"(This show) is definitely a full documentation of my covid time." We've heard
a similar statement over and over again in the past months and have seen so

many artists tackling our shared experiences
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Painting

Book Review: "Hayao Miyazaki"
It’s interesting to look at the books in this issue, whether the American

obsession for gourmet ramen or the gripping representations of Bisa Butler
and consider how cherished an artist connection 
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Books

The 2020-21 A' Design Awards &
Competition Winners

We always get excited to share with our readers the annual winners of the A
Design Awards & Competition. We have been showcasing the competition

for a few years now, and this year, it w

May 10, 2021

Design

Nan Goldin Debuts New Work in "Memory
Lost" @ Marian Goodman Gallery

Late last month Nan Goldin opened a new exhibition, Memory Lost, at Marian
Goodman Gallery. Her first solo presentation in New York in five years, the

major exhibition presents an important rang
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Photography

Last Supper in Pompeii: From the Table to
the Grave @ Legion of Honor, San

Francisco
About to preview Last Supper in Pompeii at the Legion of Honor, I scanned

the map at the entrance, trying to locate the ancient city. An accommodating
staffer explained, “What Napa Valley is to San   ;
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Installation

Thomas Holton: The Lams of Ludlow
Street

The Lams of Ludlow Street is an in-depth look at a family living in New York
City's Chinatown neighborhood. Born to a Chinese mother and an American

father, Thomas Holton had close relatives living i
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Pencil Of Rays: Sara Anstis @ Galerie
Fabian Lang, Zurich

It was a bit over a year since we first introduced the works of Sara Anstis,
enthralled by her trippy visuals dominated by almost exclusively nude muses.

And while the exuberance of the visuals 
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Left Foot, Right Foot: Lamar Peterson @
Fredericks & Freiser, NYC

Fredericks & Freiser is pleased to announce an exhibition of new paintings
and works on paper by Lamar Peterson: Left Foot, Right Foot. With an active

studio practice for more than twenty years, 
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Scrublands: Photographs by Antoine Bruy
While hitchhiking across the length and breadth of France, Antoine Bruy met

men and women who, in Ardèche and Lozère, aspire to live in the most self-
sufficient way possible.
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Photography

Martina Grlić Visualizing Hypermnesia at
Lauba, Zagreb

Back in November last year we had a conversation with Martina Grlić about
her work that uses personal photography to question human memory and

related emotions and behaviors. Croatian artist recentl
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THINGHOOD: ruby onyinyechi amanze @
Mariane Ibrahim, Chicago

Mariane Ibrahim is pleased to announce the first solo exhibition with ruby
onyinyechi amanze, THINGHOOD. The show will be on view from May 7 –

June 19, 2021 and will present seven new drawings
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The Garden: New Works by Sean Newport
@ Hashimoto Contemporary, San

Francisco
Hashimoto Contemporary is pleased to present The Garden a solo exhibition

of new dimensional works by San Francisco-based artist Sean Newport.
Comprised of the artist’s signature dynamic, geometric
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Cristina BanBan: Del Llanto @ 1969 Gallery
and albertz benda, NYC

Think about the last time you cried. Oh, there are myriad reasons. Life can be
upsetting,  life makes us feel nostalgic. We cry out of sadness and happiness,

sometimes at the same time. We cry w
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Wangechi Mutu: I Am Speaking, Are You
Listening? @ Legion of Honor, San

Francisco
Above a promontory locally known as Land’s End, sits the neoclassical Legion

of Honor. On a gray, overcast day, it’s veiled in a foreboding foggy bottom
fantasy. On a startlingly clear, sunny day
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Installation

Like a Rowdy Raccoon: Bianca Fields @
Dragon, Crab and Turtle, St Louis

When you put on a show entitled Like a Rowdy Raccoon, comprising images
and plush sculptures featuring Count von Count and Kermit the Frog from

Sesame Street, Tom of Tom and Jerry, and a wi
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Installation

Yeah, It's Personal: A Six-Pack with
Winston Tseng

I first became aware of Winston Tseng’s work through graphics he created for
enjoi skateboards. I watched (via social media) his practice shift from

commercial work to personal—he began designing
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Illustration

Wasteland: Drew Dodge's Solo Debut @
Steve Turner, Los Angeles

We've had our eye stuck on Drew Dodge's work for quite some time now,
curious to see who will be the first one to present this exceptional work to the

world. And with that being said, we were excited
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Chester Higgins "The Indelible Spirit" @
Bruce Silverstein Gallery

"Wrestling with issues of memory, place, and identity I see my life as a
narrative and my photography as its expression. My art gives visual voice to

my personal and collective memories. It is inside

May 04, 2021

Photography

Ryan Travis Christian: In the Land of
Hughes

My studio is in my home in the greater Chicagoland area, west of the city. Our
house is tucked away in a little cul-de-sac in a small tract built in the 1970s

that butts up against the Fermilab terri
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Studio Time

Todd "REAS" James: Garden of Eden
When I think of Todd James' artwork, I think of the quintessential American

artist. There are so many entry points, pop-cultural winks, sub-culture nods, a
heritage of graffiti and cartoon, TV a
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